Midtown Community Benefits District

Graffiti Removal

Midtown does not do graffiti removal, but can help constituents follow-up on how to best tackle an incident.

Private Property Instances:

- Complaints of graffiti on private property will be investigated by Housing Code Enforcement.
- If there is a violation, a notice will be issued for the owner or operator to correct. The property owner is responsible for removing and/or painting over, however fines are not normally issued for graffiti.
- Graffiti on private property is no longer being removed by the city.

*All exterior work in CHAP Historic Districts and to City Landmarks require an Authorization to Proceed. Please follow these guidelines by CHAP on how to identify and remove instances.

Right of Way Instances:

Report directly to 311

- This includes graffiti on public property (buildings, street lamps, bridges, etc.).
- Graffiti complaints on public right of way will be removed by the Department of Transportation. Please be aware there may be a delay in addressing the graffiti based upon the city’s current COVID-19 policy/schedule.
- Graffiti on recreation and parks’ properties will be removed by that agency.
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ONLY RIGHT OF WAY INSTANCES SHOULD BE REPORTED DIRECTLY TO 311. PLEASE TAKE NOTE OF THE SERVICE REQUEST NUMBER (SR#):

WWW.311SERVICES.BALTIMORECITY.GOV
OR CALL 3-1-1.

311 ALLOWS CONSTITUENTS TO REPORT A PROBLEM, REQUEST A SERVICE, AND CHECK THE STATUS OF A PREVIOUSLY SUBMITTED SERVICE REQUEST.

We recommend submitting a request online for the fastest response.

NOTIFY MIDTOWN
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IF YOU HAVE ADDITIONAL QUESTIONS OR NEED HELP FOLLOWING UP ON A CASE, YOU MAY CONTACT US WITH THE SR#:

- E: SERVICE@MIDTOWNCOMMUNITY
- SUBMIT A REQUEST ON OUR WEBSITE:
  MIDTOWNBALTIMORE.ORG/REQUEST-SERVICES
- P: (410) 528-1512

Include any relevant photos to document the incident.

YOU CAN LEARN MORE ABOUT MIDTOWN’S SERVICES ON OUR WEBSITE, FOLLOW OUR DAILY UPDATES ON FACEBOOK, OR SIGNUP FOR OUR MONTHLY NEWSLETTER.